ABSTRACT Recently, the vehicle-to-everything (V2X) paradigm is attracting more attention from both academia and industry. In the smart city, there are a huge number of roadside smart devices (RSDs) undertaking various sensing and monitoring tasks, and they collect information among V2X devices for various applications. With the software-defined technology applying into RSDs, one of the challenging issues is how to update the software of RSDs in a fast and low-cost way. We argue that recruiting a large number of vehicles to disseminate the update code for such RSDs through vehicle-to-sensing devices communications technology is an effective method. A cost-efficient greedy code mules selection scheme (CGCSS) is proposed to disseminate code to a huge number of RSDs in the smart city. In CGCSS, a task is defined as the process of transmitting the update code from the mobile code station (MCS) to RSD. So, the goal of CGCSS is to recruit an appropriate number of vehicles to finish the tasks with low cost and high coverage. A measure function is proposed to take the historical trajectories and cost into account. Therefore, the vehicles with high task completion possibility and low price will be selected as code mules (CMs). Then, a high-performance MCS deploy scheme (HMDS) is proposed to select the optimized MCS positions according to the movement and frequency of the CMs to optimize the performance of the system. Finally, extensive experiments using the real trajectory dataset have been done. The results show the better performance of CGCSS than the basic greedy code mule select scheme and the random code mules select scheme in terms of completion rate, average price, and cost-performance ratio, and the results confirm the validity of the proposed HMDS as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of microprocessor technology, component integration is getting higher and higher, making the functions of microprocessor components rich and powerful [1] , [2] . This has led to a greater development of microprocessor-based sensing devices. These sensing devices with rich features are deployed in wide kinds of IoT applications. They are used to sense and acquire different kinds
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhi Liu. of data to achieve the goal of ubiquitous perception [3] - [5] . A vehicle is a mobile sensing and communication platform carrying a lot of equipment. It contains a variety of sensing devices that can sense itself and the environment, such as sensing devices for speed, vibration, temperature, humidity, and acceleration [2] , [6] , [7] . At the same time, the vehicle is also equipped with various kinds of communication equipment. Vehicle to everything (V2X) paradigm is attracting more attention from both academia and industry [8] , [9] . In V2X, while connecting all the devices (motorvehicle, non-motor-vehicle, pedestrian, etc.) on the road and roadside, the real-time information (speed, accelerate, route, etc.) among V2X devices can be collected and shared for data exchanging, automatic piloting and intelligent traffic control [10] , [11] . On the other hand, more and smarter sensing devices are deployed in a wider range of applications to monitor various objects, events, and perceptions to achieve the goal of so-called Earth-aware [12] - [16] . And roadside smart devices (RSDs) refer to a large number of sensing devices with short-range wireless communication on the side of the road [7] - [10] , [17] . The work of these sensing devices is monitoring events and sensing environmental features on the side of the road [18] - [21] . On the other hand, the main task of RSDs is to communicate with mobile vehicles to form a mobile vehicle network [2] , [6] - [10] , [17] .
With the emerging of the smart city, more and more objects and events need to be monitored, and the scope of monitoring is becoming wider and wider [22] - [25] . Important key locations and monitoring objects have already been implemented the deployment of fixed sensing networks, such as wireless local area sensing networks [26] - [28] . However, there are some scenarios that it is not possible to deploy a fixed monitoring network [2] , [6] , [8] , [17] . On the one hand, because the distribution of objects that need to be monitored is wide and the density of that is sparse [6] , [7] . Therefore, it is hard to deploy a fixed network due to high costs [2] , [29] , [30] . On the other hand, it is not feasible to deploy a fixed network for technical reasons. These technical reasons include: those objects that need to be monitored change their locations from time to time, or sensor devices cannot be deployed due to physical constraints [31] , [32] . But mobile vehicular network can play a more important role in the construction of the smart city [2] , [6] - [10] . In order to realize the goal of the smart city, it is necessary to deploy a large number of sensing devices in the city to realize the intelligent perception and monitoring of the city. Although some monitoring networks have been implemented in the city, such as surveillance camera equipment deployed on the road, the monitoring devices currently deployed are very limited in terms of the monitoring range [23] . This camera equipment is often only deployed at important intersections or important sections, but there is no monitoring equipment on more extensive sections. More importantly, current monitoring equipment is often based on image monitoring, but physical characteristics and biological characteristics of different monitoring objects have been hardly achieved [33] - [35] . Now in the smart city, smart sensing devices are introduced continuously. For example, the newly-appeared smart garbage can, which is equipped with sensing devices that can sense the remaining capacity of the garbage can. When the remaining capacity of the garbage can is insufficient, it will send a message to sanitation worker to empty the garbage can [36] . And there are some smart street lights, which is equipped with sensing devices that sense the status of the street lights. If the control center can obtain the data of the sensing devices, it can monitor the status of the street lights and response to the change of the status. The more sensing devices deployed, the more intelligent perception can be achieved [36] - [38] . For example, in order to ensure the high quality of plants, the soil is monitored by deploying sensors and watered or fertilized based on the results of the monitoring [16] . And more ready-to-deploy and location-changing sensing devices are emerging. How this kind of sensing devices exchange data with low cost becomes an important issue [39] , [40] . In this regard, roadside smart devices (RSDs) can play an important role. On the one hand, in the smart city, the distribution of roads is very dense. Therefore, the RSDs are widely distributed in the city, and RSDs can be used as access points for opportunistic communication. On the other hand, a large number of vehicles in the city can be interconnected and exchanged data [2] , [6] - [10] . At the same time, RSDs are also a kind of sensing devices, which can effectively monitor and sense the surrounding environment [17] . Since the RSDs are located on the side of the road, it can act as a relay node to connect a larger number of sensing devices deployed near the road to the mobile vehicle network for data exchange [2] , [6] , [8] , [17] .
Another important factor in promoting the development of the above-mentioned ubiquitous perception applications is the widespread use of soft-define technology in sensing devices [41] . Soft-define devices are the devices that redesign hardware and software for soft-define technology, which allows the function of devices to be flexibly configured via software [7] , [13] , [31] . Soft-define devices technology provides a broader space for the development of sensing devices. As mentioned earlier, a large number of sensing devices are deployed in the smart city. Due to the rapid development of current applications, many applications need to software update in every a few months. Before the use of soft-define devices, these large number of fixed-function sensing devices can only be discarded and redeployed with new features of the sensing devices. Due to the high cost of network deployment, in such cases, it will cause a lot of waste. New applications will not start before the new sensing devices are redeployed. Therefore, it will also waste a long time. Moreover, repeated deployment of sensing devices can also cause environmental pollution. The emergence of soft-define devices brings new opportunities to solve these problems. Soft-define sensing devices can get new features by getting a new code. The new application can be started immediately as long as the softdefine device completes the adjustment of the function, which saves deployment time and cost [7] , [13] , [17] , [31] . This is of great significance in promoting the development of the Internet of Things (IoTs).
However, transmitting the code to the deployed sensor devices with a low-cost and fast way is a very challenge issue [7] , [13] , [17] , [31] . In the above application scenarios, there are some unique cases that did not appear in before.
(1) Although some sensing devices may have the ability to connect to the Internet, more sensing devices do not have this ability due to the limit of cost [42] . Therefore, it is challenging to find an appropriate way to disseminate the code to sensing devices. (2) The low cost and high-efficiency requirements make the code dissemination scheme design more challenging. The number of RSDs (or sensing devices) deployed in the city is very large and the deployment area is very wide. In addition, RSDs are deployed for different applications, so the requirements for update time, delay requirements are different. The effective code dissemination mechanism is a challenging issue [7] , [13] , [17] .
Due to the wide distribution of sensing devices, deploying a dedicated wired network can lead to excessive costs. And communication method using cellular network will limit the application because each sensing device needs a SIM card and the cost of data fee is much higher than the cost of the devices [7] , [36] . At the same time, the deployment location of many sensing devices changes with the changes of the application requirements, so its high dynamics leads to the lack of effective data exchange channels. For example, it is often necessary to deploy a large number of sensing devices for short-term applications such as road construction and greening projects to obtain monitoring data [17] , [36] . These huge number of sensing devices are facing huge challenges. Some researchers have proposed some solutions and measures. For how to collect a large amount of data generated by these sensing devices, Bonola et al. [36] discussed the possibility of collecting sensing data from sensing devices through mobile vehicles. They experimented by using the actual trajectory data of the vehicle in the city, and the results showed: Due to the huge number of vehicles in the city, the trajectory of their movement can cover most areas of the city with a high probability. When the mobile vehicle passes near these sensing devices (ie, within the communication range) [43] , these sensing devices can transmit the perceived data to the vehicle. And the mobile vehicle can transmit the collected data to the data processing center when passing through the data processing center [36] . This method of data exchange is called opportunistic communication. Because the mobile vehicle just dropped by to exchange the data on the way to their destination. Therefore, this method is low-cost and scalable, can be used in a wide range. It can be said that using vehicles as data mules is a low-cost, effective way [36] .
Obviously, code dissemination is an inverse process of data collection. It is a natural choice to use vehicles as data mules for code dissemination [7] , [13] , [17] . However, we still have the following issues of further study by using the mobile vehicle to carry out code dissemination in the form of opportunistic communication.
(1) In the previous scheme that used vehicles as code mules for code dissemination, it was assumed that vehicles voluntarily act as mules for code dissemination. Thus, the main research objectives of these vehicles as code mules based code dissemination schemes have been the feasibility of vehicles as code mules, the time required for code dissemination, and how to ensure maximum coverage of code dissemination. But in practice, it is not easy to assume that vehicles can voluntarily act as mules. Therefore, the scheme proposed in this paper does not assume that vehicles are voluntarily acting as mules, but need to pay a certain amount of money to effectively complete the code dissemination. Obviously, the scheme proposed in this paper is more in line with the actual situation.
(2) In the previous code dissemination scheme, since vehicles do not need to pay, each vehicle can be used for code dissemination. In practice, vehicles need to consume certain resources, such as communication bandwidth, electrical resources, etc. for code dissemination. Therefore, if the rewards are not given to the vehicles, most of the vehicles will not participate in the code dissemination, which makes the scheme perform poorly in practice. From a practical point of view, the code dissemination party should pay a certain reward to the vehicles to make them willing to act as mules. On the other hand, the code dissemination party should save the cost as much as possible and maximize the coverage of code dissemination. Obviously, there is actually a paid relationship between the code dissemination party and the vehicles. These have not been considered in previous studies. Although these early research results technically indicate that this is a feasible scheme. In practice, it is necessary to consider the actual benefits of code dissemination in order to achieve good results.
Based on the above analysis, we argue that recruiting a large number of vehicles to disseminate the update code to RSDs through vehicle to sensing devices (V2SD) communications technology is an effective method even considering the interests of all parties. In this paper, a Cost-efficient Greedy Code Mules Selection Scheme (CGCSS) is proposed to disseminate code to a large number of RSDs in the smart city. The main innovations of this paper are as follows:
(1) The CGCSS takes a mechanism based on recruiting vehicles to dissemination code which is more in line with the actual situation of vehicle to sensing devices (V2SD) communications. In CGCSS, a task is defined as the process of transmitting the update code from mobile code station (MCS) to RSD. And the goal of this paper is to complete n tasks with the lowest possible cost and as less time as possible to recruit optimized vehicles. In order to achieve the goal of the scheme, the CGCSS innovatively proposes to predict the future trajectory of vehicles based on the historical trajectory similarity of vehicles. And the frequency is used to indicate the probability of completing the specified task. The above indicators are used to select those vehicles with low price, and high task completion possibility to complete the code dissemination. Therefore, the scheme can complete the code dissemination task faster and with low-cost.
(2) A High-performance MCS Deploy Scheme (HMDS) is proposed to select the optimized mobile code station (MCS) positions according to the movement law and movement frequency of the CMs to optimize the performance of the system. In HMDS, first, analyze the historical trajectory of the code mules (CMs) selected by the Cloud Service Platform (CSP); then, the area which the selected CMs pass through is counted as a candidate area for deploying the MCS; next, the frequency of CMs passing through each candidate region is counted; finally, the areas with top frequency are selected VOLUME 7, 2019 to be the location of MCS for optimizing the efficiency of the code dissemination.
(3) Finally, we experimented with our proposed CGCSS using real trajectory data of taxis in Rome city. Our extensive simulation experiments demonstrate that the effectiveness of the CGCSS. The results show the better performance of CGCSS than BGCSS and RCSS in terms of completion rate, average price and cost-performance ratio. And the results confirm the validity of the proposed HMDS as well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section II. In Section III, we describe the system model and formulate the problem of our data collection scheme. Sections IV present the details of Cost-efficient Greedy Code Mules Selection Scheme (CGCSS). We evaluate the proposed CGCSS via simulations in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. SMART CITY AND V2X
With the introduction of the concept of the smart city, there are more and more Internet of Things applications especially the wireless sensor networks applications, and there are many application scenarios in road traffic, such as intelligent traffic signal control, traffic congestion warning, traffic accident detection, driving assistance, etc. Nowadays, with the introduction of V2X (Vehicle-to-Everything) technology, the possibility of realizing a smart city can be accelerated. Aissaoui et al. [44] proposed a Real-Time Traffic Monitoring System based on V2X Communications, the authors used the cluster-based V2X traffic data collection mechanism to collect data more reliable and less overhead. More than that, V2X Communication can help to achieve autonomous driving. Hobert et al. [45] analyzed the current V2X communication standards from ETSI for missing features, introduced a core functional design of cooperative autonomous driving and addressed the required evolution of communication standards in order to support a selected number of autonomous driving use cases.
One of the mainstreams is LTE-based V2X communication, the LTE cellular network especially the 5G technology coming in the future can meet the strict requirements of transmission speed and communication delay when the vehicle driving in the high speed. But now the communication via LTE cellular network is based on the base stations. And frequent base station switch may reduce the stability of network links while the vehicle is driving. Actually, the LTE based V2X communication only supports the V2I communication and lack of the communication of V2V. Chen et al. [46] proposed LTE-V, a TD-LTE-Based V2X solution. They introduced an LTE-V-direct mode into traditional LTE architecture. The LTE-V-direct is a new decentralized architecture which can provide short-range direct communication with low latency and high reliability. But the security of data transmission is the top requirement. Because data leakage may impact the life safety of the driver. Ahmed and Lee [47] proposed privacy-preserving security for LTE-based V2X service using asymmetric encryption. Their scheme is scalable while fulfilling basic wireless message security requirements.
In V2X based Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs), data dissemination is an important technology. The topology of VANETs changes very quickly due to the high-speed mobility of vehicles. How to disseminate data more reliable is a challenging issue. Oliveira et al. [48] propose Adaptive Data Dissemination Protocol, which providing reliability to data dissemination. Their protocol can dynamically adjust the beacon periodicity and reduce the number of beacons by using different mechanisms. This protocol is efficient in a sparse scenario but not perform well in high density scenario. In fact, most protocols have the problem of lack of scalability in high-density scenarios. To solve this problem, paper [49] provides a scalable broadcast approach for data dissemination in multi-hop VAENT that relies on traffic regime estimation but without extra communication overhead.
In general, V2X communication is used to serve for driving safer and easier. But V2X communication is also used to help the data collection or data delivery of the IoT applications in the smart city. In this paper, we propose a code dissemination architecture by using the V2X communication, which can make the software update of sensor device possible in the sparse deployment condition.
B. CODE DISSEMINATION
For code dissemination, it is very common in the traditional wireless sensor network in order to do some update (also called wireless reprogramming) for wireless sensor networks such as changing topology, updating parameters, etc. In traditional wireless sensor networks, the deployment scope is relatively small. How to perform Code Dissemination more quickly and reliably is the key issue. There are some papers propose the optimization methods for code dissemination, such as [50] and [51] . An SYNAPSE++ system for over the air reprogramming of WSNs are presented in [50] , by using the Fountain Code, they can realize better performance comparing to the Deluge. And Dong et al. [51] proposed an Efficient Code Dissemination protocol, they can reduce the code dissemination time by changing the packet size according to the link quality, using an accurate sender selection algorithm to mitigate transmission collisions and employing a simple impact-based backoff timer to coordinating senders.
But the code dissemination methods mentioned above are all limited in a small scope. The code dissemination task can be finished within a limited area within multi-hop transmission. But our code dissemination scheme is a method to address the new issue of how to disseminate the code to discrete, wide scope and even heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. The key issue of Code dissemination of sensors in a wide area is how to increase the coverage and keep the cost is acceptable.
The sensor devices widely deployed in the smart city can seem as a sparse sensor network. The sensor node cannot transmit the data via multi-hop transmission, because they are too far to communicate with each other. But the data generated by sensor devices can be collected by data mules, which is first proposed in [52] . The authors presented an architecture to collect sensor data in sparse sensor networks by using data mules (mobile entities). The architecture can solve the problem of data collection of nodes with a short communication range but deployed sparsely. But using data mules special to collect data in sparse sensor network will cost a lot especially in a large region.
Fortunately, there is a large number of vehicles running on the street all around the city. And with the communication technology developing, most of these vehicles are equipped with communication device supporting multi-communication methods, like radio, LTE, RFID, Bluetooth, etc. These vehicles can be used as data mules to collect data, from the hardware perspective. Because of the motivation mentioned above, the paper [36] has done research on the oblivious data mules that are uncontrolled for data collection or delivery. The authors use taxis as oblivious data mules to perform an experiment using the real mobile trace dataset in Rome. And their experiments show the feasibility. In this paper, our proposed low-cost code dissemination model is based on [36] and furthermore take the cost into account which makes the model more in line with the real world. The novelty of this paper, in addition to the more realized model, we proposed the Cost-efficient Greedy Code Mules Selection Scheme to select vehicles for code dissemination. By using this scheme, the code dissemination tasks can be completed in a cost-efficient way, which can achieve a higher completion rate with lower cost. Moreover, we proposed High-performance MCS Deploy Scheme to deploy MCSs can furthermore improve the completion rate. With the joint performance optimization, our scheme achieved a better performance than other schemes.
III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS
A. SYSTEM MODEL Let us consider a scenario, there are many smart devices deployed on the roadside in smart cities. For example, smart trash can on the roadside can send reminders to relevant departments when the garbage in the trash can reach a certain height; the smart billboards on the roadside can display various latest advertisements. These roadside smart devices can update their software by accepting specific update codes to achieve functional adjustments. In order to solve the problem of how to disseminate the update code to the roadside smart device, we propose a low-cost update code dissemination model for the roadside smart device. In this model, there are four main parts, Cloud Service Platform (CSP), Roadside Smart Devices (RSD), Code Mules (CM) that are the vehicles used to carry update code to roadside smart devices, and Mobile Code Station (MCS) that used to transmit update code to the CM safely.
In this model, the CSP is a key to coordinate other parts. The target users of the cloud service platform are the departments that manage various RSDs deployed in the smart city. When a user needs to update the software of RSD that it manages, the user can initiate an update request to the CSP, and the CSP will accept the user's update request and the corresponding update code. After that, the CSP will notify the CMs the update task via the cellular network or the other wireless network. Each CM will report its price to the cloud service platform for executing each update task according to its own situation. Then, the platform will select the CMs based on factors such as prices, trajectories to complete the task of updating the smart device. After that, the CSP will push the corresponding update code to the MCS. The MCS will stay in a certain position during the execution of the task, transmit the update code to the CM, and the CM will transmit the update code to the RSD.
Assume that there are m RSDs need to be updated in the task requested by the user. The update task set can be expressed as S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s m }, where s i denotes the task of updating the i-th RSD (1 ≤ i ≤ m). Assume that there are n vehicles can serve as CMs, we call the set of these vehicles as candidate CM set, they can be denoted as V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n }. In the low-cost update code dissemination model, the driving routes of these CMs are determined by drivers. The CM does not intentionally change the driving route due to the assignment of tasks, so the cost of completing the task is independent of the route. But the cost of completing a task is related to factors such as computation resources, storage resources, communication resources, and power consumption consumed to complete task. For the same CM, the cost of completing each task can be considered the same. That is cost (s 1 ) = cost (s 2 ) = · · · = cost (s m ). CM v i (v i ∈ V ) will report the expected price to the CSP according to its cost and expected profit, after receiving the task notification from CSP. The price of CM reported can be denoted as b i , the set of prices of all the CMs can be denoted as B = {b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b n }. In general, only a CM can't complete all tasks, so the CSP need to select CMs to execute tasks S after all CM reported the prices.
Below, we make a systematic and comprehensive textual explanation of the running process of the entire model system and succinctly demonstrates the main running process of the low-cost update code dissemination model through Figure 1 .
(1) The user sends a code request S (including the information of the smart device to be updated, the update code and the maximum task execution time D) to the cloud service platform.
(2) The platform accepts the user's task request and notifies the profile of the task to all CMs in the candidate CM set V .
(3) Each CM v i in the candidate CM set V returns its price b i to the CSP according to the profile of the task.
(4) The CSP selects CMs from the candidate CM set V to execute the update task. The selected CM set can be denoted
After the selection is complete, the CSP will notify all selected CMs in U to start executing task.
(5) All CMs in the selected CM set U start to execute tasks after receiving the start notification. The specific process of the CM to execute the task is shown in Figure 2 . In order to ensure the security of the code dissemination, the update code is obtained by the MCS in a dedicated manner from the CSP, which is the process a in Figure 2 . The MCS is deployed at a certain location during the execution of the code dissemination task and is responsible for transmitting the update code to CMs. When the CM passes by the MCS, CM can obtain the update code from MCS by wireless communication, that is, the process b in Figure 2 . When the CM passes by the RSD, CM transmits the update code to the RSD to complete the code dissemination task, which is the process c in Figure 2 . The CM need to report to the CSP once a code disseminate task is completed, that is, the process d in Figure 2 .
(6) After reaching the deadline of the task, the platform will notify the selected CM to stop executing the task and enter the settlement state. The payoff p i of CM u i is the number of completed task q i multiply by the price of completing a task, which can be expressed by equation (1):
The total cost that the CSP needs to pay to CMs can be calculated by equation (2):
The fees that the CSP needs to charge the user can be calculated by equation (3):
where P profit is the profit earned by the CSP.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
In a low-cost code dissemination model, users always want to get a higher quality of service with less cost. And the CSP also hopes to reduce the service cost to get higher profits while ensuring the quality of service. The quality of service can be measured by the completion rate of the task, we define the completion rate of the task as: The ratio of the number of tasks completed to the total number of tasks within the time required by the user. It can be expressed by formula (4): (4) where N finish denotes the number of completed tasks. N total denotes the total number of tasks that the user requested to the CSP. The service cost for CSP mainly comes from the payment of CM, so how to reduce the cost of CSP payment to CM is the key to reduce the service cost of CSP. The total cost paid by the CSP to the CM can be calculated using equation (2) .
In a word, the problem that needs to be addressed in this low-cost code dissemination model is how to achieve the following goals as much as possible:
(1) Maximize the completion rate of the task to ensure the quality of service.
(2) Minimize the cost of paying to CM to reduce service costs, increase profits and reduce charges to users.
These can be summarized as formula (5):
For the sake of easy understanding, we summarize the main notations used in this paper in Table 1. IV. SCHEME DESIGN A. MOTIVATION
(1) In smart cities, there are a large number of vehicles running in urban streets. These vehicles (especially taxis, (2) For vehicles running in the city, there was a certain similarity between the trajectories in adjacent time periods. In order to explore the similarity, we used the real taxi trajectory dataset in Rome to calculate the vehicle trajectory similarity. This data set contains a real trajectory of approximately 316 taxis for a period of 30 days. We have done some processing on each taxi trajectory, and the detail will be described in the experimental part. The trajectories of taxis on the period from 2014/2/1 to 2014/2/7 were regarded as Historical Trajectories 1 (HT1) and from 2014/2/8 to 2014/2/14 was regarded as Historical Trajectories 2 (HT2). We use equation (6) and equation (7) to calculate the similarity between HT1 and HT2:
where N common i is the number of the areas where the vehicle v i passed both in HT1 and HT2. N 1 i is the number of areas where the vehicle v i passed in HT1. N 2 i is the number of areas where the vehicle v i passed in HT2.
Equation (6) has a difference from equation (7). Equation (6) can be used to calculate the proportion of the same part of the trajectory to the HT1. We call the value got by equation (6) similarity λ 1 . And the proportion of the same part of the trajectory to the HT2 can be calculated by equation (7) . We call it similarity λ 2 . By comparing similarity λ 1 with similarity λ 2 , we can understand the similarity between the trajectories in adjacent time periods more comprehensively and accurately.
The similarity between HT1 and HT2 had been calculated and the results had shown in Table 2 , Figure 3 , 4, 5. Table 2 lists some statistics for similarity λ 1 and similarity λ 2 . As can be seen from Table 2 , the similarities of 296 taxis are calculated in total actually. Because the historical trajectories or future trajectories of some taxis do not exist at the same time, so the similarity of these taxis cannot be calculated. Comparing the statistics of similarity λ 1 and Similarity λ 2 , we can see that except the minimum value, the difference between λ 1 and λ 2 in the maximum value and the mean value is small. Figure 3 and Figure 4 showed the histograms of similarity λ 1 and similarity λ 2 , respectively. Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 4 , it can be seen that the distribution of λ 1 and λ 2 are similar, and taxis with both similarity λ 1 and λ 2 between 20% and 60% are the majority. In Figure 3 , the proportion of taxis with similarity greater than 20% is as high as 97.3%, and the proportion of taxis with similarity greater than 30% is 92.6%. The proportion of taxis with similarity greater than 40% is 73.6%. In Figure 4 , the proportion of taxis with similarity greater than 20% is as high as 99.3%, and the proportion of taxis with similarity greater than 30% is 93.9%. The proportion of taxis with similarity greater than 40% is 64.5%. And Figure 5 showed the absolute difference between λ 1 and λ 2 (the absolute value of the difference between λ 1 and λ 2 ) of all taxis in HT1 and HT2. It can be seen that most absolute differences of taxis were less than 0.3, accounting for 96% of the total. And the number of taxis with absolute differences less than 0.1 accounted for 56% of the total.
It can be seen from the above statistical results that the historical trajectories of most taxis have similarities with future trajectories, and the trajectory similarity of more than half of the taxis is greater than 42%. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the analysis of the historical trajectories as a reference for selecting CMs to execute the task.
B. COST-EFFICIENT GREEDY CODE MULES SELECTION SCHEME
In proposed low-cost update code dissemination model, after accepting the user's task request, how the CSP select CM to execute tasks is the key to accomplish the goals mentioned above. First of all, in order to ensure the completion of the task, it is necessary to select the vehicles that can pass the greatest number of positions of the tasks in S. And it is more feasible to make a selection based on the historical trajectory of the candidate CM. For the research problem of this paper, we proposed two reference values that can be derived from the CM historical trajectory: frequency and comprehensive trajectory similarity.
(1) Frequency: In this paper, the frequency of CM v i passed the task s j refers to the number of times CM v i passed the task s j position in the historical trajectory, it can be denoted as k i j . The k i j can be calculated by the historical trajectory of CM v i . First, we divide the records of historical trajectory into T time periods of equal length. And we use z (8):
where
The K i are used to indicate the frequency set for all task locations in S that CM v i passed through,
Obviously, the larger k i j , the higher the probability that CM v i will pass the position of task s j in the future. If k i j = 0, it means that CM v i has never passed the position of task s j in the historical trajectory. Therefore, it can be inferred that CM v i is unlikely to pass the position of task s j in the future. We approximately regard that CM can accomplish this task as long as the CM can pass the location of the task. We set a threshold k t , and regard the task s j can be completed with high possibility if k i j is great than k t . And we filter K i by removing the k i j less than k t . We use K r i to indicate K i after filtered and use S r i to represent the set of tasks s j corresponding to the element k i j in K i . Therefore S r i represents the set of tasks that CM v i is likely to complete in the future. The set S r i has a reference significance for selecting CM based on the assumption that there are a similarity between historical trajectory and future trajectory of CM. Obviously, the CSP can select a CM set U = {u 1 , · · · , u i , · · · , u l } according to S r i by using a method, so that the CM in U can complete all tasks with high possibility. That is S r 1 ∪· · ·∪S r i ∪· · ·∪S r l = S. (2) Comprehensive trajectory similarity: In this paper, the comprehensive trajectory similarity of CM v i is also the similarity between the trajectories in adjacent time periods. But it considered comprehensively the similarity λ 1 , λ 2 and the difference of them, so it is called the comprehensive trajectory similarity. The comprehensive trajectory similarity can be calculated by equation (9) . In the equation (9), the larger the λ 1 and λ 2 , the larger the λ. And the larger the difference between λ 1 and λ 2 , the smaller the λ. The larger λ 1 and λ 2 and less difference between λ 1 and λ 2 mean the more similarity and stability of the HT1 and HT2. This will get higher value of comprehensive trajectory similarity. This is in line with the real-world situation. Comparing to the similarity λ 1 and similarity λ 2 , the comprehensive trajectory similarity λ can express the similarity more reasonable.
According to the analysis above, the selection of CM can be converted approximately into a problem of a set coverage. To solve this problem, a simple and feasible method is to use a greedy algorithm to find a CM set that can complete all the tasks in S. However, the future trajectory of CM is not fully similar to the historical trajectory, so by using the basic greedy algorithm the completion rate may not reach to maximum, and the total cost cannot reduce to the minimum.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the basic greedy algorithm, we propose a measure function (K r i , b i , λ i ):
where θ is the adjust factor, K r i is the number of elements of the set K r i . This measure function can comprehensively take into account the frequency, the comprehensive trajectory similarity and the price of CM v i . It can be known by formula (10) that the value of i increases with the increase of λ i , increases with the decrease of b i , and increases with the increase of k i j . That means, the CM v i with a higher value of i has a higher the comprehensive similarity, a lower price and a higher frequency. Therefore, there will be better performance in theory by using the measure function base on the greedy thought.
Note that, the values of b i and k i j might not in the same range, it is necessary to do normalization on b i and k i j before calculating i using the equation (10) . The equation (11) was used to convert the values of b i and k i j to the range between 0 and 1.
In the following, we formally propose the Cost-efficient Greedy Code Mules Selection Scheme (CGCSS). Its execution can be divided into the following steps:
(1) Calculate the frequency k i j by traversing the historical trajectory of the candidate CM set V . Filter the K i according to the threshold k i j . Get the filtered frequency set K r = {K r 1 , · · · , K r i , · · · , K r n } and corresponding task set S r = S r 1 , · · · , S r i , · · · , S r n . (2) Calculate the comprehensive similarity λ i of CM v i in V using equations (6), (7) and (9) 
For each task s j in S: 5:
For t = 1 to T: 6:
End for 8:
S r i = S r i ∪ {s i } 11:
End If 12:
End for 13:
S r = S r ∪ S r i 15: End for 16:
calculate λ i according to the equation (6)(7)(9) 
27:
Update K r , S r . 28: End while 29: Return U from S. Traverse K r , remove the frequency of the task in S r max . Traverse S r , remove the tasks contained in S r max . (5) Go back to step (3) until the task set S is empty. The details of the CGCSS is shown in Algorithm 1. Execute tasks by CMs selected by using CGCSS, in theory, can achieve higher completion rate at a lower cost. In section V, we will use a real trajectory dataset to perform a complete experiment to test the validity of CGCSS.
C. HIGH-PERFORMANCE MCS DEPLOY SCHEME
In the low-cost code dissemination model, after CM selection, MCSs need to be deployed in some positions to transmit the update code to CMs during the execution of tasks. This means that to complete a task, the CM not only must be able to reach the location of the task, but also need to obtain an Update Code from MCS before this. Therefore, in order to complete a task, CM need to obtain the update code from MCS at first and transmit the update code when passing by RSD. However, if CM does not get the update code from the MCS when it passes by the RSD, CM cannot transmit update code to the RSD, that means, CM cannot complete the task. Therefore, in order to ensure the completion rate of Code Dissemination, it is necessary to choose the appropriate location to deploy MCS. Obviously, it is better to select the area where the CM frequently passed through to deploy MCS, so that more CMs can obtain the update code from the MCS and increase the possibility of task completion.
We have proposed the High-performance MCS Deploy Scheme (HMDS). In this scheme, we analyze the historical trajectory of the selected CM at first. Then, get the areas that the selected CM passed through as candidate areas for deploying the MCS. Next, count the frequency of CM passing through each candidate area. Finally, sort the candidate areas according to the frequency that CM passed through. If h MCS need to be deployed, the top h areas can be selected from the sort candidate areas to deploy MCS. According to the discussion in the motivation section, there is a similarity between HT1 and HT2. Therefore, CM will pass through the areas selected by HMDS frequently in the future.
The details of the deploy scheme are shown in Algorithm 2. Where the input value HT is the Historical Trajectories of CM selected by CSP. And h is the number of areas that needed to deploy MCS. 
V. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we used the dataset of mobility traces of taxi cabs in Rome, Italy [53] to perform our experiments. This dataset contains GPS coordinates of approximately 316 taxis collected over 29 days from 2014/2/1 to 2014/3/1. The size of the dataset is about 1.49GB, include more than 21 million (21,817,851) records. In the following part, the experiment will be explained in detail.
A. THE PREPARATION OF EXPERIMENT
The dataset needed to be preprocessed at first in order to meet the experimental requirements. The preprocess followed the steps below:
(1) Split the dataset. In this dataset, each record was stored in the format (id, date, time, GPS coordinates), and all CM records were stored in the same file in chronological order. In order to perform the experiment easily at a specific time in the dataset, it was necessary to divide the experimental data into multiple files by date. In addition, in order to conveniently select the specified CM, the data set needed to be further segmented according to the id of the CM.
(2) Filter the dataset. Through the analysis of the dataset, we found that there were some illegal records in the dataset, which may be due to the weak signal of GPS in some locations. The latitude and longitude coordinates of these records were not in the range of Rome's latitude and longitude, these records could not reflect the real situation of driving of CM so that they need to be filtered out. In the data set, we selected records with a longitude range between 41.7933E and 41.9924E and a latitude range between 12.3716N and 12.6818N. In addition, we obtained the CM speed through two consecutive records of the same CM. After analyzing, it was found that there were some speeds in the data set that were far beyond the normal value. In order to ensure the accuracy of the data, we filtered out the second record in two consecutive records of abnormal speed. Assume that the CM can complete the task with a top speed limit of 90km/h. So, we only kept records with speeds less than 90km/h. Figure 6 showed the filtered dataset of Rome track points for 2014/2/2.
(3) Grid the dataset. The communications between CM and RSD or MCS were wireless. Therefore, the data transmission between them can carry out within the large communication distance. Therefore, we could divide the experimental area according to the communication range. To be convenient, we divided the experimental area into a lot of square grids of the same size. As shown in Figure 7 , under the condition of communication distance √ 2 d, as long as CM and MCS or RSD were located in the same square grid cell with side length d, it can be regarded as a successful data transmission. We set d = 70m, the experimental area can be divided into 93267 grids, where 241 in longitude and 387 in latitude. To be convenience, we numbered the longitude from 0 to 240, and the latitude was numbered from 0 to 386. The longitude lon i and the latitude lat i of the i-th record in the dataset could be converted into the corresponding abscissa X i and ordinate Y i in the grid system by formula (12) and formula (13), respectively.
where lon min and lat min respectively represent the minimum longitude and minimum latitude of our selected range. e lon and e lat represent the longitude difference and latitude difference of 70m distance respectively. (4) Compress the dataset. After gridding the dataset, the trajectory of the CM was converted from the geographic coordinate system to the new grid systems. The granularity of the new grid system was larger than before. Therefore, there were many consecutive records with the same coordinates in the dataset after conversion. In our experiments, these records were redundant and can be compressed. Leaving only the first one of the redundant records was enough. The speed of the experiment can be greatly accelerated after compression.
The dataset that meet the experimental requirements could be obtained after preprocessing mentioned above. Figure 8 showed the trace points of the dataset in 2014/2/2 after all the preprocessing steps After preprocessing, we selected data from 2014/2/1 to 2014/2/14 in the dataset of Rome as historical reference data, using data from 2014/2/15 to 2014/2/21 as experimental test data. In the experiment, the locations of the RSDs in the update task requested by the user was selected randomly from the 6461 areas where taxis passed through every day from 2014/2/1 to 2014/2/14. And we assigned a price to each CM in the candidate CM set in a random manner, satisfying a normal distribution with an expectation of 10 and a variance of 1. Figure 9 showed the distribution statistics of CM prices in an experiment simulation. For the task execution time requested by the user, we set it to 7 days.
B. THE COMPARISON EXPERIMENT OF CGCSS
To test the effectiveness of our proposed CGCSS, we used the Basic Greedy Code Mule Select Scheme (BGCSS) and VOLUME 7, 2019 Random Code Mules Select Scheme (RCSS) for comparison. The BGCSS selects CM according to S r , and always selects the CM with the largest number of tasks that may complete. And the selection method of the RCSS was similar to the CGCSS, but the value of i was randomly generated. For our CGCSS, we set θ = 0.5 and k t = 0. For the value of θ , setting θ = 0.5 can balance the weight of price and frequency, and the influence of θ would be discussed in part C. For the value of k t , in this dataset, if k t ≥ 1, the number of candidate vehicles was not enough for finishing selection. And k t need to meet the requirement that k t ≥ 0. So, we set k t = 0. After CM selection, we randomly select areas from the 6461 candidate areas to deploy the MCS.
We conducted 6 groups of comparative experiments with the total number of tasks requested by the user m was 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 respectively. Each group of comparison experiments was carried out 5 times to reduce the contingency of the experiment, a total of 30 comparison experiments. Table 3 listed the organization order of 30 comparative experiments. In the 5 comparison experiments in a group, the total number of tasks was the same, but the locations of RSDs in task and the prices of each CM changed in each experiment.
(1) At first, we compared the completion rate of CGCSS RCSS and BGCSS. Figure 10 and Figure 11 showed the comparison of completion rate under the number of tasks m was 100 and 200, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 10 , CGCSS achieved better completion rates in all five experiments than BGCSS and RCSS. The maximum completion rate of CGCSS reached 94%. Compared RCSS, CGCSS has a slight improvement, but has an improvement of 35.2% in experiment number 5.
As can be seen from Figure 11 , in the case of 200 tasks, the CGCSS was better than the BGCSS in the completion rate of the five experiments as well. CGCSS was lower than RCSS in two experiments but higher in three experiments. In this group of experiments, CGCSS and RCSS have similar performance in most case, but RCSS was higher than CGCSS to 9% in experiment number 10.
All 30 experimental results on completion rate were shown in Figure 12 . As can be seen that, the completion rate of CGCSS was slightly higher than RCSS in most experiments. And CGCSS was more stable than RCSS on the change of experiment results. Both CGCSS and RCSS were better than BGCSS in completion rate in all experiments. Compared with BGCSS, CGCSS had a maximum increase of more than 102%. And CGCSS had a maximum increase of 35.2% compared to RCSS. (2) Next, we compared the service cost of CGCSS, RCSS and BGCSS. It can be seen that the number of completed tasks of these schemes was different. The more tasks completed, the more service cost, in the condition that the difference of prices between CMs was small. In this case, the service cost of CGCSS was more than that of BGCSS even if CGCSS selected the CMs with a lower price. Therefore, it was fairer to compare the average price of completing a single task. The average price of completing a single task b avg can be calculated by equation (14) .
where P total is the total service cost, N finish is the total number of completed tasks. Figure 13 and Figure 14 showed the average price under m = 100 and m = 200 respectively. Note that, the average prices here were the average value of prices after normalization, so the range of value was different with that in Figure 9 . As can be seen that, the average prices of CGCSS were much lower than RCSS and BGCSS under m = 100. In this group of experiments, compared to RCSS, the average price of CGCSS was max reduced by up to 64% and reduced by to 41.6% at least. Compared to BGCSS, the average price of CGCSS had a max decrease by up to 67%, a min decrease by to 40%.
As can be seen from Figure 14 , the average prices of CGCSS were also much lower than RCSS and BGCSS under m = 200. In this group of experiments, the lowest average price of CGCSS was 0.208, and the highest average price was 0.299. The lowest average price of RCSS was 0.403, and the highest average price was 0.581. And the lowest average price of BGCSS was 0.405, and the highest average price was 0.637. Compared with RCSS, the maximum decrease of CGCSS was 58.9%, the minimum decrease was 38.7%. And Compared with BGCSS, the maximum decrease of CGCSS was 55.6%, the minimum decrease was 43.5%. Figure 15 showed a comparison of the average price for all 30 experiments. It can be seen that, in all the comparison experiments, the average prices of CGCSS were always lower than RCSS and BGCSS. And the change of average prices was less than RCSS and BGCSS. (3) And we compared the cost-performance ratio. In this paper, the cost-performance ratio was the ratio of coverage to average price, it can be calculated by equation (15) . (15) where C is the completion rate and b avg is the average price.
A high value of cost-performance ratio meant a high task completion rate and a low cost. Therefore, the higher the cp value, the better. The cost-performance ratio could reflect the performance of the scheme. Figure 17 showed the comparison of cost-performance ratio under m = 100 and m = 200 respectively. As can be seen from Figure 16 , in the five experiments, the cost-performance ratios of CGCSS were higher than RCSS and BGCSS. Compared with RCSS, the maximum improvement of CGCSS was up to 180.7%, and the minimum improvement was 78.7%. And Compared with BGCSS, the maximum improvement of CGCSS was up to 365.5%, and the minimum improvement was 89.5%. And Figure 17 showed the comparison of cost-performance ratio under m = 200. It can be seen that, the cost-performance ratios of CGCSS were higher than RCSS and BGCSS as well. Compared with RCSS, CGCSS max increased by 148.3% and the minimum increased by 67.5%. Compared with BGCSS, CGCSS max increased by 173.3% and the minimum increased by 123.6%. Figure 18 showed the comparison of the cost-performance ratio in all 30 experiments. We could see from Figure 18 , the cost-performance ratios of CGCSS were all higher than RCSS and BGCSS in 30 experiments. And the cost-performance ratio difference between CGCSS and RCSS and BGCSS was much larger than that between RCSS and BGCSS. (4) At last, we analyzed the reason why CGCSS has a better performance than RCSS and BGCSS. As can be seen from the above comparison, CGCSS was better than RCSS and BGCSS in terms of completion rate, the average price of completed tasks, and cost-performance ratio in the case of different total number of tasks. In theory, this was because BGCSS always tend to select a CM that may complete the most tasks. This selection strategy cannot be affected by price and similarity, etc. In RCSS, selecting the CMs randomly did not consider these factors as well. But CGCSS used the measure function to select CM, referred by frequency, trajectory similarity, and price factor comprehensively. With the measure function, CGCSS tend to select the CM with high trajectory similarity, low price and high frequency. This allows CGCSS to increase the completion rate and reduce the task price with higher probability.
And we also analyzed the reason from the experiment result. Figure 19 shows a comparison of the number of CMs selected by CGCSS, RCSS and BGCSS in 30 experiments. As can be seen from Figure 19 , the number of CMs that CGCSS and RCSS selected to execute tasks was much larger than that of BGCSS. Obviously, it was more likely to complete more tasks with more CMs to execute tasks. As can be seen in Figure 19 and Figure 12 , CGCSS selected less CMs than RCSS, but achieve higher completion rate in the most experiments. Because the similarity and frequency were considered in CGCSS.
C. THE COMPARISON EXPERIMENT OF θ VALUE
It was clear that CGCSS has better performance than RCSS and BGCSS through the above analysis. However, when using CGCSS to select CM, different θ values of measure function, might lead to different results for completion rate and service cost. In the following, we used the CGCSS of the measure function with θ was 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 respectively, and carried out 6 groups experiments under the conditions of total task number m was 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600. To avoid contingency, each group performed 5 experiments, a total of 30 comparison experiments. Table 4 listed the organization of all 30 experiments. Figure 20 showed the completion rate with different θ values in 30 comparison experiments. It can be seen that the difference was small that between the completion rates with different θ values. And the trends of completion rate with different θ values were quite similar. But there was still a difference between them by comparing the average completion rate of 30 experiments. As shown in Figure 21 , the higher the θ value, the smaller the completion rate under CGCSS. Obviously, this was consistent with the character of the measure function. It can be seen from the equation (9) that the higher the θ value, the higher the value of θ · (1 − b i ) and the lower the value of (1 − θ ) · k i j ∈K r i k i j |K r i | , which made the measure function more affected by the prices but less affected by frequencies. And the frequency was related to the completion rate. So that could explain the regulation between θ and completion rate. Figure 22 showed the comparison of average price with different θ . The difference between average prices with different θ values still was not very large. But the average price with a lower value of θ was higher than that with a higher value of θ in most experiments. Figure 23 showed the averages of average price of different θ values in 30 experiments. It showed that the higher the θ values, the lower the average of average price. According to the equation (9), the higher the θ value, the higher the value of θ · (1 − b i ) and measure function was more affected by the price of CM. That meant the CM with a lower price was more likely to be selected. Therefore, the average price of completing a single task was lower. Figure 24 showed the comparison of cost-performance ratio with different θ values. The cost-performance ratios with different θ values were very similar but there were still differences in some experiments like experiment number 1,2, 7,8, etc. In these experiments, the rough rule was that the higher the θ value, the higher the cost-performance ratio. Figure 25 showed the average of cost-performance ratios with different θ values. As can be seen from Figure 25 , the higher the θ value, the higher the average of cost-performance, except θ = 0.6. This was because, as θ increases, the decrease in the average completion rate was smaller than the decrease in the average of average price in most case. with different θ was very small in the most experiments. A rough rule was that the more total tasks the user had requested, the more CMs that CSP selected under CGCSS. Figure 27 showed the average number of selected CM with different θ . The difference between the average number of selected CM was really small, the difference between maximum and minimum was less than 0.3. But the difference of average completion rate was relatively large, this phenomenon showed the effectiveness of frequency.
Through the above comparison experiment, it can be seen that under the premise of this data set and the price setting, the relatively high θ value could reduce the average price of the completed task and improve the cost performance, but the completion rate was reduced. Therefore, in the case of stricter requirements for completion and relatively loose price requirements, a lower value of θ was preferred. And when the price requirement was stricter and the requirement of completion rate was more relaxing, it was more suitable to adopt a higher θ value. 
D. THE COMPARISON EXPERIMENT OF HMDS
In this section, we tested the effect of High-performance MCS Deploy Scheme (HMDS) and used the Random MCS Deploy Scheme (RMDS) for comparison. First, we used CGCSS to select CM and use HMDS and RMDS to select 5 MCS deployment areas respectively. We conducted 6 groups of comparison experiments under the condition that the total task number was 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600. We conducted 5 experiments in every group, and a total of 30 comparison experiments. Figure 28 showed a comparison of task completion rates for deploying MCS using HMDS and RMDS, respectively. We could see from Figure 28 , the completion rate of HMDS was always higher than RMDS. In all 30 experiments, the minimum task completion rate of HMDS was 92%, the minimum task completion rate of RMDS was 83%. And the change of completion rate of HMDS was smaller than that of RMDS. Obviously, HMDS showed better performance than RMDS when used CGCSS to select CMs.
Next, we compared the completion rate of HMDS and RMDS when used BGCSS to select CMs. Figure 29 showed that the task completion rate of HMDS was still higher than RMDS. The minimum completion rate for HMDS was 74%, and the minimum completion rate for RMDS was 51%. HMDS significantly improved completion rate in experiment number 2, 4, 9, etc. Obviously, HMDS showed better performance than RMDS when used BGCSS to select CMs as well.
Through the comparison experiments above, we verified that the MCS deployment area had an impact on the completion rate, and we also verified that the proposed HMDS was effective to improve the completion rate. Therefore, the better performance could be achieved by using CGCSS to select CMs and using HMDS to deploy MCSs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the model that use vehicles to help the IoT applications in the smart city to disseminate the update code to the Roadside Smart Devices by V2X communication. And we proposed a Cost-efficient Greedy Code Mules Selection Scheme (CGCSS) to select the vehicles as the code mules to execute the code dissemination task. In this scheme, we using a measure function to compute a weight as the reference of the selection. And the cost and historical trajectory of a vehicle can be comprehensively considered into the measure function. The extensive comparison experiments using the real trajectories dataset in Rome city show the effectiveness of our proposed CGCSS. By selecting the vehicles as code mules using our CGCSS, the code dissemination tasks can be executed with a low cost and high completion rate. And we further analyzed the impact of the adjust factor θ , and given the advices to choose a proper value of θ under different conditions. Moreover, a HighPerformance MCS Deploy Scheme is proposed to find better locations to deploy the mobile code stations for improving the performance of the system. Due to time constraints, there are still some aspects of this article that are not considered. The future work may include: extending the way to disseminate different type of update code; analyzing the top size limit of update code; improving the security of the code dissemination; introducing more kinds of V2X connection method, etc. 
